
TERRE D´ITALIA ROUGE
Decorative rusted effect finish.

DESCRIPTION

ROUGE is a new rusted effect decorative paint.

The product, characterized by an extreme ease of application, adapts to any kind of environment or style. 

It is widely used for interior decoration within a modern style.

APPLICATION

- Make sure the surface is completely dry. If the surface is plastered, make sure it had a curing time of at least 28 days , depending
on temperature.
- Make sure that the media has been well prepared and is suitable for coating: plaster must be dry, not have any granules , on old
walls, make sure that there is no poor quality or powdery paint, remove flaking paint etc. .
- Apply 1 coat of SCIK PURAL ACRIL primer if necessary.
- Apply with a brush or roller one or two coats of DECOR FONDO GREY PRIMER diluted with 5-10 % water.
- Prepare ROUGE mixing it with the GOLD or SILVER additive, according to the color chosen in the folder.
- Mix Rouge well with the chosen color and its pearlescent additive.
- Apply ROUGE (ready to use-no need to thin)using SPALTER brush.
- After roughly 20 minutes flatten and fade using a stainless steel trowel.

        SCHEDA TECNICA N°211  



TECHNICAL DATA
Nature of the bond waterborne fine resine
Viscosity
Drying Time 12 h complete.
Thinning Ready to use
Yield 3-4m²/Lt
Specific weight 1Kg/Lt
Colors Neutral,To be colored,See color chart
Dry aspect Rested effect finish
Wet aspect Liquid with the presence of polychroma�c flocculi
Storing Max Temp. +30°C, Min T. +5°C
Stability 10-12 Months (in sealed, unopened original packing)
VOC 10µGr/m³
TVOC 130µGr/m³
PH 4-5°C
Cleaning Water and Soap
Packing 2.5LT

CHARACTERISTICS
Characteris�cs: Washable,Environmentally friendly.
Can be applied on: Walls,Wood.
for: Interiors/Exteriors.

Cer�fica�ons:

TOOLS AND RELATED PRODUCTS
Tools: Spalter 70,Spalter 100,TD Spalter.

Related products: DECOR FONDO GRIGIO,ADDITIVO ROUGE GOLD
CONCENTRATO,ADDITIVO ROUGE SILVER.

CAUTION:
- The flocculi in the product are obtained by chemical reaction, for this reason: we can not guarantee the same characteristics from
one floculi to another; stability is also limited in time. It is therefore recommended to use the same lot for the same work to be
carried out. If this is not possible, manually mix the batches together (do not use an electromechanical tool).

NOTES
- Please note that due to technical reasons caused by the tinting of the product the indicated Specific Weight of the product may
differ from the Package Net Weight. 
- In the original, sealed containers and in appropriate temperature conditions . The period of stability is purely indicative, and refers
to the minimum stability period of the product if stored ideal conditions according to the instructions provided. If properly stored the
products stability period may extend several years. 
-  Rivedil ensures that the information herein is provided to the best of its experience and its technical and scientific knowledge ,
however , being elements such as weather conditions, labor , tools, quality of third party products and others, not under the direct
control of the Rivedil , this document does not constitute a warranty , nor does Rivedil authorize its agents and / or representatives
to provide any kind of warranty based on the information contained in this document . We recommend that you always check the
suitability of the product to each specific instance . This supersedes all previous editions. 


